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Executive summary
The legal profession is changing rapidly, with increasing pressure being
applied from other professional service firms, new technology making
traditional services obsolete, and modern working practices changing
the way in which the traditional law firm operates. Against this backdrop, it’s helpful to take stock, and evaluate the way in which the future
of practice management might look.
The Lawyer’s Guide to the Future of Practice Management provides law
firm leaders with expert opinion on the very latest guidance and market
knowledge on what today’s legal marketplace might look like tomorrow,
organized into four crucial areas of practice management – technology,
people and culture, finance and strategy – before taking a horizon-scan
of the future, and what law firms need to be aware of in the coming
months and years.
Kicking off the book, and the first section on technology, Simon
Drane, managing director of Earlsferry Advisory, and former executive
director of business development at the Law Society and LexisNexis,
looks at how data will enable the shift towards the productization of
legal services. The next decade will see a shift within legal service
provision, where it will transition from a model that is predominantly
geared around internal work processes to one geared around customer
outcomes. Law firms will complete their evolution from a bill-by-thehour service-based model to something closer to a product subscription
model. This shift will deliver growth, sustainable recurring revenues at
high margins, and new higher value service opportunities. At the core
of this shift is the changing nature of consumption driven by consumer
technology and the inexorable drive for base level information to become
free. Law firms are sitting on vast quantities of data, and yet very few are
currently harnessing this effectively in their offerings. The effective use
of data, combined with technology, will allow innovative organizations
to provide a new form of productized offering that will not only drive
new recurring revenues but will also allow them to offer higher value
business advisory services. Whereas effective use of data within the
v
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organization will lead to better evolutionary efficiency, quality, and risk
management, the use of data in this way externally for clients will lead
to more revolutionary changes. It will also blur the lines further between
traditional law firms and LegalTech product businesses, in the way alternative legal service providers and the Big Four are already exploring.
Chapter two then looks at how data is transforming the relationship
between lawyer and client. Jennifer Roberts, manager, strategic research
at InTapp, describes how data is a great starting point and important to
creating an in-depth understanding of the client – from there it’s about
the application of analytics, AI, and automation, along with process
and people, to make the data actionable. There is plenty for legal to
learn from outside the industry, taking a hard look at other professional
services. However, within the industry there is progressive movement
already underway, with firms hiring data scientists, adopting new technology, and transforming processes in order to better serve clients. This
chapter looks at all these issues.
No book looking towards the future of practice management, in terms
of technology, would be complete without some predictions around
Blockchain. In chapter three, Robert Millard of Cambridge Strategy
Group, looks at how Blockchain will impact law firm business models
and the business of law generally. There are a number of trends (few if
any involving cryptocurrencies) that intersect well with processes and
systems in a “typical” law firm, and represent opportunities for improvement. This chapter goes through all these.
In part two – people and culture – Dr Bailey Bosch, director of people
and culture, and Katherine Thomas, CEO at Free Range Lawyers,
discuss the future of flexible working arrangements – the next stage
from the “office nine-to-five”. Flexible working is one way that women
in particular can structure their careers to balance work and home life
– but one of the biggest myths surrounding flexible work is that it only
benefits the individual. If we want to see more opportunities for truly
flexible working arrangements in the legal sector, the authors argue in
chapter four, we need to advance the discourse around flexible work to
provide a more balanced and sophisticated conversation that considers
the myriad of variables that contribute to a successful “flexible working
policy”. Key to this is moving the discussion along from flexible working
being a women’s (and more specifically, a women with children’s) issue
and to recognize flexible work as a business tool that provides benefits
at both the individual and corporate level.
Continuing with the women’s theme, whilst it may have been a
hundred years since the legal profession (albeit begrudgingly) welcomed
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women into its ranks, it often seems to have taken the best part of that
century for the practice of law to find a way of accommodating them.
Lawyers entering the industry today have arguably more options than
ever to tread a career trajectory that doesn’t end in traditional partnership, but how realistic is it that they will find, and follow, these new
paths? Chapter five by Clare Harman Clark of Taylor Wessing looks at
the path to partner as well as alternative trajectories such as KM and
legaltech, and how there will be more opportunities than ever in the
brave new world.
In chapter six, Janvi Patel, executive chairwomen and founder of
Halebury, asks what good will look like in the law department of the
future. Looking at five key areas – skills, creating the right culture,
succession planning, the future of work, and technology – the author
draws on experiences gathered from establishing Halebury, a NewLaw
pioneer in the UK designed to provide genuine flexibility to corporate
legal departments in meeting their legal resourcing requirements.
Chapter seven then describes how to survive and succeed leading a
multi-generational practice group. Most practice group leaders would
not see themselves as HR managers, but they may need to learn to think
like one. Phyllis Weiss Haserot, president and founder of the Practice
Development Counsel, explores one of the key challenges facing legal
practice leaders today – leading and motivating a multi-generational
workforce to maximize productivity, engagement, and a winning client
experience. She provides insight and action steps on key topics such as
building multi-generational rapport and speaking with a cross-generational voice, motivating lawyers to give prompt feedback and transfer
knowledge, helping young lawyers grow into leadership responsibilities,
and retaining top talent.
In part three, on finance, Arthur G. Greene, principal, Boyer Greene,
LLC discusses how to promote firm goals through effective associate
compensation approaches. Not all associates share the same career
goals, and associates often serve the firm in different ways, performing
different roles according to their strengths and weaknesses. In chapter
eight, Arthur argues that understanding this is critical to innovating a
compensation system that will maximize the contribution of associates
and keep the firm financially healthy. He explains that it’s not enough to
simply redesign the compensation system – firms need to follow through
with effective management of the compensation process afterwards, too,
in order for the project to be successful.
Chapter nine offers a data scientist’s perspective on law firm profitability. In the current climate, law firms are frequently encouraged to
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utilize innovative, technological solutions as a means of boosting profitability; in fact, factors such as the buzz at legaltech conferences mean
that introducing technologies such as AI and data analytics software
is now seen as critical to a firm’s success. However, in a saturated tech
market that exists in a state of constant flux, it is often difficult for firm
management to know where and how to begin. Zev J. Eigen – founder
and chief science officer of Syndio Solutions – offers his expertise as a
data scientist to supply two readily available forms of innovation, which
embrace the possibilities technology brings and provide creative and
original ways of reframing profitability.
Moving on to part four, on strategy, Christie Guimond, corporate
development manager, Bird and Bird, looks at how to innovate strategically in chapter ten. Innovation is the latest trend in the legal industry
and there are countless debates as to what the term means and whether
there is a real imperative to innovate – the so-called “burning platform”.
Regardless of how you define innovation, it is clear that the industry
is facing challenges related to technology disruption, changing buyer
behaviors, and increasingly competitive legal markets. The degree to
which these challenges are driving legal organizations to innovate varies,
but many of these challenges are new for the industry, and overcoming
them can require new and creative solutions. This need for creativity
has caused many legal businesses to consider their approach to innovation, including who should lead it and where it should sit within the
organization. Christie looks at the emerging trend in the legal industry
to introduce innovation leadership models and also explores some of
the potential pros and cons of each of these models. Using an example
of an unsuccessful innovation leadership model from another industry,
the chapter looks at how you can avoid a similar fate by using a two-part
strategic planning approach for innovation that considers your current
position as an organization and where you want and need to go in the
future.
Chapter 11 asks “Why innovate?” Langdon Morris of InnovationLabs
LLC, USA explores the link between strategy and innovation. The why
of innovation is brutally simple – change is accelerating. If things didn’t
change, your company could keep on doing what it’s always done and
there would be no need for innovation. If markets were stable, if customers
were predictable, if competitors didn’t come up with new products and
services, and if technology stayed constant, we could all just keep going
as we did yesterday. But all the evidence shows that change is racing at
you faster and faster, which means many new types of vulnerabilities.
Technology advances relentlessly, altering the rules of business in every
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market it touches. Markets are not stable; customers are completely
fickle; and competitors are aggressively targeting your share of the pie.
So he asks: “Are we managing with the realities of change in mind? And
are we handling uncertainty?” Since the alternatives are either to “make
change” or to “be changed” – and making change brings considerable
advantages, while being changed carries negative consequences – the
choice isn’t really much of a choice at all. This chapter demonstrates
that you’ve got to pursue innovation, and you’ve got to do it to obtain
long-lasting benefits.
Chapter 12 addresses the fundamental challenges facing any new or
future leader. When starting out as a leader – especially in the legal
profession, where expectations are high and hesitation or uncertainty is
often construed as incompetence – it can be difficult to know how exactly
to approach your management position and style. The much-discussed
“imposter syndrome” is a challenge faced by many at the beginning
of their management career, and a new leader may find themselves
experiencing confusion and indecision when it is essential to display
decisiveness and authority. Drawing from his extensive experience as
an advisor and strategist, Patrick J McKenna asks the five fundamental
questions confronting those entering a position of responsibility within
their firm and provides guidance on the best ways to navigate them, as
well as giving insight from recent research undertaken with managing
partners on where new leaders spend their time – and where they should.
Part five looks to the future, beginning with the inevitability of
multi-disciplinary practices. Michael Roster, former GC of Stanford
University and formerly managing partner of Morrison & Foerster’s Los
Angeles office, believes that it is inevitable that lawyers and their law
firms will be (in the main) replaced by highly efficient multi-disciplinary practices (MDPs) that offer bundled services and yield measurably
better outcomes at a fraction of current costs. If done right, he argues in
chapter 13, MDPs will be far more satisfying places to work, although
lawyers may find they play significantly different roles. The question for
leaders at law and accounting firms, he maintains, as well as for general
counsel and other corporate executives, is whether they get ahead of the
curve or find that these changes eventually are thrust upon them.
Chapter 14 takes a deep dive into the evolving role of the PSL – past,
present and future. To discern potential paths that may open up for the
PSL in the future, it is critical to examine the role’s past. Ailish Hogan
and Lucinda Troostwyk – both experienced PSL recruiters at Taylor
Root, one of the world’s largest legal recruitment consultancies – explore
the development of the PSL role, detailing its inception, its relationship
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to market conditions, and how perceptions are changing. Ailish and
Lucinda proceed to then look forward, discussing the way in which
career structure and progression prospects are transforming, shifting
the role from a professional segue into a viable and freestanding career
path of its own.
Our final chapter then looks at what the future holds for the evolving
law department. Patrick J Lamb, founder of ElevateNext Law and vice
president of Elevate Services proposes that legal departments should
think of themselves functioning as a solar system, with the GC as the
sun and the department’s people and firms inhabiting an elliptical orbit
dependent on which issues and tasks are prioritized. In chapter 15 he
examines the practices and components that will bring a legal department closer to this innovative model and into the future, drawing from
the real-world examples of Univar and Microsoft and their efforts to
remain contemporary and competitive.
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